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ABSTRACT

An in~eractivescience exhibitionwas used as thebasis for a study of young children's
behaviourand learning in an infonnal setting. Young primary school children were
observed during school excursions to the exhibition, and the interactions of the
children with the exhibits, with each other and with the adults supervising the :viSit
~ere examined, In the context of this exhibition, learning was enhanced by student
mteracnon with other students, and by the involvement of supervisory adults in
guiding the students in the explorationof the activities provided. It is suggested that an
appropriate environment for learning in this infonnaI museum environment, is one
where the children are free to interact with their peers, where the activities encourage
co-operative activity betweenstudents, and where assistance from adult supervisors is
availableto facilitatestudent investigation of exhibits. Teachers, parents and museum
staff involved in school visits to the informal setting need to take an' active role in
promoting a culture of learning. "

INTRODUCTION

Young children in inte~tive museums are often observed to be rUnningand apparently aimle$sly
playing. Staff and other visitors are often alanned by this behaviour, and assume that no I~g'
is taking place. The audience for the Sydney Children's Museum is largely made up of pre:-scllQ(j1
and early primary school groups, and young children with their families. The children~~ '
enthusiasm and excitementis apparent,but there is someconcern about the outcomes of their Visit.
In 1998 the Sydney Children's Museum was host to an exhibition called 'MightyScieRee'
(developed by the InvestigatorCentre in Adelaide).This provided an opportunity to investigate the
question of play and learningwithina hands-on museumenvironment. ' ' .

Ramey-Gasssert, Walberg ~ Wal~rg. (19~, p, ~5) as~rt ~at 'Muse~ learning h~, tt1aily
" potential advantages: nurturing cunosl~Y, .Impro~ng motivatl<?n and, attitudes, engagIl,lg:~

audience through participanoa and SOCIalmteractton, and enrichment', Museums provide. an
environment for 'informalleaming' that can be 'characterised by free choice andbybeing non-
sequential; volUntaryand explonit~; n~n-asses~d. ~d t?pen el1ded~~4 $OCial'(Gri:ffin ~ari4
Symington, 1997, p, 764). The Mi~y SCIenceexhibition lU~ to provide such an envIronment
for informalleaming. It offered a unique chance for young pnmary school children to experience
materials and hands-onactivitiesin science. However, such informal environments, while exciting',
for the children,do not necessarilycreate the conditions in which learning isoptimised,

Rennie andMcCllifferty (1995)have reviewed the IitCfll:l1:1reon ~ l~ng outcomes of school
visits to interactivescience centres,:an? found that.cogmti~ learning' IS not always enhanced by
such visits, althoughaffecti.veleam,mgISmore consl.stentlyImproved.~~ outC.omeswe~ affected
by a range of factors,descnbed as the extent to which students are fanuliar WIththe setnng, their
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~e~~ie8!1d MC<;laffe~y (1995) have reviewed the literature on the learning outcomes of school
~ISI ~o.Interactive sclena: centres~ an~ found that ,cognitive learning is not always enhanced b
bUCti visrts, ~~ough affectl,ve Iearning IS more consisrently improved. The outcomes were affecte~

y.. arange 0 actors, descnbed as 'the extent to which students are familiar with the setting their
prior.knewledgs, ~e .match between the cognitive level of the students and the thought pr~es:UJred,by the eXhl~lts.' the degree of structure of the visit, the provision and nature of the cues for

. . learning and the SOCial.aspects of the visit' (Rennie and McClafferty, 1995, p 179). It follows
that the total museum environment makes an important contribution to learning outcomes.

!he "?,useum saw the 'Mitey .Science' e~hibition as a way for children to play, explore and
investigate as a prelude to leanung about science and technology. The guidebook for the exhibition
Slates that 'Mitey Science is about encouraging children to experiment, manipulate things, to
o~rve and to predict. It is a collection of challenging activities that are fun and exciting', (Mitey
SCience Manual, 1993, p. 6), The activities included a simulated quarry that used balls, buckets
and conveyor belts; a set of sound instruments, including a piano, harp and windpipes; and a
section on light, involving mirrors. shadow play and a kaleidoscope. The educational objectives of
the exhibition, which were linked to curriculum development in early childhood education, were
listed as:

• to encourage creative exploration;
• to contribute to the development of children's life skills and competencies in order to meet

challenges with confidence and independence; .
• to encourage children and families to find mutual enjoyment from a range of science based

activities that can be performed in a range of environments;
• to provide interactions and experiences that are part of the individual child's experiences of

hislher world;
• to present science as central to our understanding and awareness of the world around us;
• to provide experiences in science and technology with a view to contributing to attitude

.development and learning for both adults and children;

• to involve adult participation at every stage;
. • tobe a high quality service for the early childhood community.

(Mitey Science Manual, 1993, p, 15)

The visit of school groups to the Mitey Science Exhibition offered an opportunity where learning in
an informal environment could be examined. By identifying factors in the museum en,:ro~nt
that were contributing to student learning, suggestions could be made about the ways 10 which
museum culture might be modified to maximise learning during school visits to informal museum
settings.

In this study, the interactions of young primary school children. within. the environme~t of. the
Children's Museum exhibition were investigated. Three types of interactions have been Identified
3$ important for estimating learning during a museum visit. These are:

the quality of the interaction between students and the exhibit (Carlisle, 1985; Falk, 1983;
Russell, 1995; Griffin, 1998);
the interaction between the children themselves (Tuckey, 1991; Carlisle, 1985); and
the interaction between supervising adult (teacher, chaperone or museum staff) and the

. students (Priest & Gilbert, 1994).

•
•
•
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Tuckey (1992) found ~ i.nteracti?nsamong students werenot Qnly.'-~important as interactions
between students and exhibits, but In fact enhancedthe interactions between students lind exhibits.
~owev~r, in contrast .to other authors, Orion and Hofstein (1991). 0~¢.~tJ~.,#i3I
mte~t1ons o~~ ~eld trip were at the expense of learning. The importance'of SOciaJirtterii.cfioOlJ;to
the children vtsitmg the museumwas thereforemade a focus of the investig~tion. .' .

):. :~.f<,.;':'

Griffin and Symington (1997) have shown that many students onsch®) visitS' W~ nQt
encouraged to use the full potentialof the museum environment, due to the:restOcti()fl$.pl~Oy
the~ by the teachers: Teachers were imposing formal teaching practices on the Informal"learning
envlronmen~.V!as this the case with school and preschool groups visiting the QJi~dren's M~'!
There are significant differences between the school groupsstudied by Griffin and; $yqliitgtQit
(1997) and those that attended the Children's Museum exhibition. The groups in the,Qdffjn,llJId
Sy~t:'gton (1997) study were comprised of children from grades 5~1O; TheMitey(~ie,*
exhibition was attended by younger children;between pre-school and grade 3.' This ~diff~
suggested that ~e museum visitswould have to be approached in different ways, nofleast ,~ll\Ise
the younger children were unable to read and fill in worksheets, and foUow written instruCtions.
The role of the teacher in the children's experience at the Mltey Science eXhi~ii1Ori'nuihtbi: .
expected to be different to that observed in studies of older children. Therefore, the impact of .the
teacher on the children's learningduring the museum visit was also a priority of ihis in~estigation,.:

METHOD
Carlisle (1985) observed studentsvisitinga sciencecentre and recorded which exhibits the: stu<tCrttS.
chose, the-length of time spent at the exhibit and the level of involvement with the exhibit; .~.
parameters were used to gain insights into the learning behaviours of the.chil4ren. Falk:(1983) ,alsO
found that time spent and thequalityof the interaction, evaluated through unobtrusive .observation,
yielded good correlation withpre- and post-testmeasures of learning.

A qualitative method, of unobtrusive observation in the natwalsetting. was used tn thjs:$tUdy~
"Data were collected in the fonn or case studies and 'fromobseMilg children's in~tionsc
throughout the museum. The case study data were collected by observing. three ~hildreg. .••lll*
children were followed throughouttheir visit, to fmd out how they .used the museiJrn~:a;:~ng.
environment The choice of exhibit, length of time spent at an exhibit andtbe nam(e 9fAhe
involvement with the exhibit were recorded. In addition an observer stationed near' exhibits
collected data by recording the actions of children 8$ they interacted with.thee~hibit.lnt,enctjQDs
between children and supervisingadults, and between the children themselves, were also recorded.

I . '.
I For the purpose of maintaininganonymity the Case Study children wereaJl~ated. pse~yms.

May, aged six, Laura, aged 7 and Ben, aged 8 were observed throughout thelTenure VlSlt 10 the
museum. These children were chosen randomly, from three different school groups. attending the;
museumon differentdays.The actions, wordsand interactions of each child were recorded as field
notes. The average length of a museum visit was one hour. Data.were .analysedbyacontent .
analysis based on reoceuning themes. These themes were then groupedlnto general categori~ •.
Where extractsof fieldnotesare quoted theyappear in italics. Verbatim quotes have been used for.
their authenticity.

Throughout the Study, children cou!d p?tentiall>:i~erac~ with 25 different exhibits. A brief
description of the exhibitsmentionedIn tillSreport IS given 10 the Appendix. ' . . ..
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.:OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Theobservations and discussion havebeen organised in three sections:

• student. interactions with exhibits;
.• ' interactions between the children themselves; and
• Interactions with supervising adults.

Student interactions with exhibits
Thefirst few minutes of May's visit to the exhibition illustrates the pattern of activity exhibited by
all three children observed. May: Walked up stairs. Windpipes pushed a couple of times. Over to
ho1Pitalroom and looked at stethoscope. Then through glow room, womb room, feely room and
seiu<:apeas a straight progression, fol/owing other children in line. Didn't stop to investigate.
Handprints, .on approximately six squares, made pattern whole hand and some finger dips only.
Showed it to a couple of boys who came in. Over to the piano and pressed two keys. Windpipes:
one push and looked to see what else was happening. Over to triangle on tree and hit two times.
Touched a couple of strings on harp. May moves rapidly through five activities, without stopping
long enough to investigate any of them in depth.

This type of behaviour was not restricted to the first few minutes of a visit. A similar pattem was
seen when Ben neared the end of his visit Ben: Went through caterpillarand started towards
steady hand. As he got near it other children mode a loud laugh under the kaleidoscope. Went
under kaleidoscope as other children pressed buttons and noise attracted. Tried environmental
Question &, Answer board. Came over to steady hand and watched girls have turn. Had a tum-
when 11 beeped. kept trying until he got it to end. Used two hands to manipulate. Watched while

.friend started turn. Then walked over to mirrors. Looked around mirror area, quickly looking into
each one. When his friend moved to other end he followed. Moved back to touch panels (liquid
crystals) and put handprints on them. Played game of noughts and crosses. Over to the feely faces
and~ed with hair and eyes. Went back through glow room, womb room and squeezing smelly
bottles. Ben started with the feely faces. but did not persevere to produce a face, he quickly tried
the mirrors then moved on, and he was diverted from the steady hand by the sounds from under
the kaleidoscope. It is as if Ben and May were distracted by the number of new opportunities, and
are reluctant to settle for one thing.

All·the children were observed running through many exhibits very quickly, often in a random
order, at various stages of their visit to the museum. Did such random and short-term manipulation
of the resources provided allow for leaming to occur? Carlisle (1985) has indicated choice of
activity, length of stay and level of interaction as indicators of learning. Using these parameters, it
seems that for a substantial portion of the visit to the Mitey Science exhibition, these children were
only interacting superficially with the exhibits rather than engaging in substantial learning.

Although this pattern of moving from activity to activity was often observed, there were occasions
when the children stopped and investigated an activity for longer, as the example of Ben's progress
shows with the steady hand. In another instance, Laura spent considerable time experimenting with
the different textures of the faces; then went over to kaleidoscope-large group of children under
there. Went down hall, looked at piano. Got another friend and took them under kaleidoscope.
Down hallway to feely faces-added hair, eyebrows, eyes moustache. Friend then called her away,
pressed two keys largepiano. To the shadow room. Back to feely faces-different hair, ribbon,
mouth. Table I summarises those activities where the children who were observed for the duration
of their visit spent at least a short time (approximately more than 1 but less than 5 minutes), and
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TABLE I

TIME SPENT AT EACH ACTIVITY BY EACH CHILD

Activity Mav Laura Ben- .: ".'''.'' ..

Quarry 15 min 15min 15 min'
Space maze 10 min 5 min 5 nun
Shape game +
Mirrors + +
Glow room loon + +
Nail prints + 5 min
Liquid crvstal orints + + +
Steady hand + +
Chime tree + +
Kaleidoscope +
Telephone +
Flicking pictures + 5mm ' ..

Can telephone +
Hospital room +
Feely faces +
Cateroillar + + +

..

Dice tower
Piano +
Shape game + +

For each child. the greatest time was spent on the quarry and space maze. It seems likely .thatthe·
time spent at each exhibit was insufficient for the full potential of the exhibit to ,I:le·realised.
However, some children did spend longer time at some exhibits than at others. .

Another feature of student interactions was the number of times each student visited eachexhibiL
Carlisle (1989) found that most children orient themselves when they first arrive at the museum,
and most children make repeated visits to some exhibits. Repetition of an activity inayindicate'thlit
the child enjoyed the interaction. In the present study, it was noted that someactiYities ~
repeated many times, even though the visit in each case may have been short, Table 2 shows the
number of times an exhibit was visited by the three children observed.

Volume .9lssllti I
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TABLE 2

NUMBER OF TIMES EACH ClilLD VISITED EACH EXHIBIT

ibit .. Mav Laura Ben
erpjlIar 4 2 1
eidoscoee 1 3 1

usic/sound area 3 3 2
)uarry 1 I 2

.GI6w room 1000 2 2 4
Flic.ki~ pictures I I
Shadow play I I I
Liquid CrystalPrints I I 2
Nail prints I 3 I
Steady hand I I I
.Space maze 4 2 I
Mirrors 2 2 I
Feely faces. I 2 I
Hospital room I 2 2
Dice game I 3 I
can telephones I I 2
Shape game 2 I

Exhibits such as the caterpillar, glow room and kaleidoscope, which involved tactile experiences
designed to illustrate the senses of sight and touch, were often repeated. This repetition allowed the
children to explore and discover aspects of the activities not experienced in one brief visit By
chOosing to repeat the activity, the children are indicating that they enjoy that experience and they
are speriding the time to further investigate that activity. This enhances the probability that the
children are learning.

Thepattems of movement show that there are exhibits at which children spend more lime than at
others as well as exhibits that are often repeated. These are two accepted indicators of learning
(Carlisle. 1985). Falk (1983) and Carlisle (1985) also include the quality of the involvement with
the exhibit, as being a measure of the children's learning in a museum situation. The quality of
interaction with an exhibit was more difficult to estimate. particularly as these children seldom
asked questions, or verbally expressed the extent of their understanding. Two contrasting
examples. which may shed some light on the quality of the interaction of the children with the
activities in the museum, are given below.

One example involved Ben's interaction with liquid crystals; Moved over to liquid crystal panels
and pu: afew handprints on them. Warmed up hands between legs and tried it again. Then rubbed
them and warmed more. trying to darken prints. Went around back and tried board. After his
investigation. Ben has apparently discovered that heat is what causes the crystals to darken, and he
had shown that there is a special substance involved that is only located at the front of the board.
However, this was the only example identified where actions could be used to show that a child's
behaviour indicated the development of a deeper understanding of the science and technology
phenomenon being explored. .

A different situation was observed with the windpipes in the sound area. These pipes were
different lengths, so that when they were investigated in depth. it would be apparent that the sound
was related to the length of the pipe. Most children observed in this study did not experiment with
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th~ pipes in a way that would be necessary to make this discovery. Each child randoInlYAri~1¥
~mdpipes ~ithout co~dlictin~ an investigation of the range of-notes that could, beptod~d.?~
IS, ~h~ quality of the interaction with the windpipes was superficial. It isworth noting;'tJtat'~
majority of the children returned to the sound area at least once.' However, on,each 'cX:C~on':tbey
~ere content to ~ress down the pipe bellows once or twice, without deeplye~ploring.~,r8rige,i.Qf
pipes and the different sounds they produced. The windpipe activity may differ Jundamenl!d~Y
from ~e sensory e~peri~nees such as the caterpillar and glow room, in that itrequirts,Ji systernarj¢
study In order to yield Its full potential. Simple repetition of the actiVity ,maybelUl,in&catOt"9f
learning and enjoyment, but that does not guarantee that thechild,haslearnedall:tIlat~:theactiYity
can offer.

In summary, the children observed at the Children's Museum showed varying degrees of
interaction with the activities provided. In some instances the children explored an exhibit in depth;
but in other cases the interaction was superficial.

Interactions between the children themselves
Two activities where the children spent a lot of time were the quarry andthespacemaze, both of
which were designed for children to share andlor work cooperatively. Two of the children repeated
the space maze activity, spending a considerable time on each visit, which suggests this was>8It
enjoyable activity. There is evidence that the quarry was a popular activity-when teqc}rer said they
could move there was (always) a mad rush to the quarry; Ben looked,at quarry (longingly);then.
went over to nail prints. One feature that distinguished these activities was the level of interactiOlt
between the children and their friends. Children stayed longer on an exhibit when they have.
another friend to share the experience." ,.",

--.--
The value of the participation of other children is illustrated by thechildnm's interactionwith,'.cbe'
space maze. Some notes made about this activity· were: shoeso/f, mi4d1e of jloortltiil into ~:
maze with friends. (May) into maze again, mainly on top level, tolking 10 other children-arouird
her. (May) tried different levels then sat in ball pit with friends. then up and down tJrrough variolL!
levels with.friends (Laura). The experience of the maze was enhanced by the fun of playing Widr·
friends. Laura explores the different levels while following herfriends •.and 'May'sitsirithe~,
because she is talking with her friends. Friends also lure the chiJdrenJo return .~. dte;maze. ~'"
presence of friends increases the length of time spent on the activity and the number oftimes~Ibe;'
activity is repeated., two indicators that have been used to show evidence of learning.' ".".

The value of co-operative activity among the children was observed in the' Miley Quarry exhibit:;
This activity was designed so that a group of children would have to work. togtther:inorderto.
move the bails along the various conveyor systems from one station to the next, withQut allowing.
them to pile up. This is a different issue to the one outlined above. The nature of: the exhibit .
requires children to co-operste and work together rather than just spend time at the activity. Ben's
interaction with the quarry is typical. Went over to quarry. Friend turned IumdJe of long conveyor
and he put Iumdfulsof- balls onto it. They swapped over. Balls finished in white bucket and /Ie
stood and looked: A girl came over and took a handle and turned it so ball.s went into white bucket.
He stood and watched. Went and looked at green buckets. Then went aver 10 retL.bucket.t(J feed.
bucket conveyor. Went up to top o/Archimedes screw and tried to negotiatelum.GirlOl top.of
line of children waiting let him have a turn· Turned it afewtimes on '!is~the" let a/riend help
him. Took it in turns, and when not tummg wheel, ..watehedballs gomg tnto green buckelS, .'CQmt .
down and moved around 10 turning green buckelS, t,y handle. Friend joined him. 1£.1friend~.,
harIdJe and he fed fallen balls into bU(:kets. Moved·1lI'(JJI(Jilquarry looking for'- vqcanq-to ...,,;
handle. be involved. Startedputting fallen bolls- onto bluebuc1cet conveyo"rfrom iMide,· Wh#tt;
handle became vacant started turning it. His friend came and joined lWnieedfng balls and.then,ha!li
a tum. Roles reversed. After few minutes IooW aroun4to ue where..else-i"quarry),e could go.:
Ben and his friend are enthusiastic to be part of thecoordinaledaetivityofthe q~.11ley'
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negotiate for turns with other children and look 10 see how they can contribute. 'fl:Iey help each
other to feed the balls into the buckets and tum the handles that keep the process moving,

TItroughout the time spent in the quarry. by each of the children. there were numerous occasions
w~nctheyhad10 share an activity. wait in line and negotiate for a tum and look about for how they
coo14 best-participate in the chain of activities that kept the ball moving. It is clear I~. ~ children

. had' a-high quality of interaction with this activity. spent time on it and repeated the individual parts
6ftheactivity many times. These have been shown to be indicators that the children were learning.
and it is. likely that the co-operative activity is facilitating this learning. Tuckey (1992) also found
that interactions among students are not only important. they enhance interactions between students
and' exhibits. In particular. she noted that children working in small groups were stimulated to read
the labels.

Itshould be noted that other activities beside the quarry and space maze were shared with other
children. Some examples were: May played shape game with two friends; Laura worked with two
other children building a tower of dice; Ben had a telephone conversation with a friend on the can
telephone.

, Many instances of the importance of peers in the children' s learning during the museum visit were
observed, Other children were used as 'models' to show how an activity was meant to be used,
they were used as pupils. to be shown how an activity worked. and they were used as partners in
ilbaginative play.

S~tne examples,of the children using other children as 'models' were: Ben came over to steady
hand, watched girls have a turn, before trying the activity himself; May watched other children
rifti/!i-shmkiws; and May watched other children, then made handprints with nails. Erntuli and
SChneider (1990) also observed that visitors to a museum, a physics discovery room, learnt by
watChing other participants.

Manyinstanees the children shared what they had discovered by finding a friend and showing
them how theaetivity worked. For example, May made handprints across six squares, made
plittem. some finger tips only. Showed it to a couple of boys who came in; Laura went over to
kaleidoscope and showed two other children what you could do.

Imaginative play was also used as a way of interacting with friends and with the activities. Two
examples of this were observed, both from Ben. The first was in the glow room. where the
children were talking about aliens coming looking at glowing items of clothing. shoes. laces. hats
etc. They then moved into womb room and continued alien idea, worlds going red. aliens here.
Later Ben joined in pretend play in the hospital room, (playing doctor and) listening to a friend's
heart.

The' children were helped by watching others, showing others and working as part of a team.
1ltere is considerable evidence that the children preferred working with other children. There is
indtCation that when the children were able to share an-activity, they spent longer on that activity
lind were therefore more likely to investigate and learn.

The importance of these social interactions between children may be much greater in the younger
chiJdrenthan in the older primary school children who have been largely studied to date. The
natu{e.of interactions between children differs as' they get older. The very young children studied
here used imaginative play. which has not been reported as an important fonn of interaction among
older children. these young children cannot read worksheets or labels; therefore those methods of
interactiOn with an exhibit are unavailable to them. They are more dependent on other methods of
I~ing. The design of the Mitey Science activities recognised the importance of peer interactions .
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~olearning in younger children, The present study.supports.theview',tbll~'L_;lhi~~~Jiq\l
~nteractIons~,of ,central.lml,'Ortanceto the learningexperienced by cllll~n. ~Wd,P,.'..'
mc~ soclalts~on, which Increased the time spentinteracting with the exltibitcMd;15~jn£~
the hk~hhood of chl,ldrenmaking connections with the.exhibit; J?c;erin~fclCti.QM~8l$O;\Pr9mgtfXt~""
operation among children, thereby promotingchildren learning fromoneanOtbCr;. " "., ' .. ,

Interactions with a supervisory adult. ' ':. .' ,
Play has bee~ found to be a critical way for young learners to ellCOUllter;~~j~ink~e~
muse~ms (Etdeken, 1992; Yahya, 1996) and in the classroom (Hodgkin, 1985; .lgmb:~I1.il~~;
Pren~~, 1994). If learning through play is to occur in the museum setting, the~th(>sesUpervisffig
the ~ISlt should allow ~tudents the freedom to follow their own path ofleanUJ)g(OI;iffiili4t
Symm~ton, 1997; DaVIS& Gartner, 1993). Griffin and Symingt<m (1997»)n.v~~#
strateg1~ used by .class ~hers during museum visits, and found thalteachel'S usepi~ly
task-onented teaching practices, such as worksheets. Hein (1990) also found that .,le<JC~ ,~l:C
apt to curb exploratorybehaviour in the students, and impose formal learning bcltavio~.~1JJ~it
seems that the teachers tend to transfer the culture of learning from the chlSSroqmt()t1}einf~
setting. By contrast. the children adapt to the museum environment modifying theirbChaV.iout,tQ
the informal setting. ' " " .• '

The role of the adults in organising student interaction with the museum eJ:lvjron~t,w.~
investigated in this study at the Children's Museum. The schoolsobserveddjYi~.~,(;hj{4I~
into groups, one in the care of the class teacher, and others under the su~sion,,()Cll;~!l~,
P~en~ and.teachers .havebc:engrouped !Utoa ca:regoryof 'sup'cr'visory~U!t'fot ~,p~ qf
this discussion. The Interactionof the children Withthe superylsory,~ults IS-,des<;ri~~,~f1le'
detail. What is most noticeable about the involvementof these adults, is. theinfreq~¥,.w~tt\
which any mention of them is made during the visit of the children..,There,\Verc:oi~vjd!"I;
differences, but in general, the time the children spent with adul~ was very_t.~lDpar~t tP,~
time spent with other childrenor alone. ' ,

Laura's recorded interactionswith teacheror adu,ltconsisted of: went over to 'piont!~U1/rflll;wft.li.
friends and played. Teacher's camerajlash we", off; liquidcrystal and sirtJwed ~ htJr¥lp~~
Went up other end 10 steady hand. Adult showed her how to do it. tP/!Ishe hodaje.w",ait,ein/ih,;
Adult took her over 10 mirror area and she loolced in each minor quicldy., Then.wheil.PQsit~Jq,
look at changes spenrlonger. Asked if someone was behind the moving mirrors; Teachertold'J~
to stop and pick up three bolls each; showed twil prints to tedcher. Of sixteen' actiVities,:wl:lich
Laura investigated. only two were facilitatedby the presence of an adult, and only five invOlved
any adult presenceat all. The role adopted by the t4:aCher appears to have been to walk: about and
check on progress, sometimes being shown activities that the children, found interesting. In the
cases where Laura was assisted to understand an activity one of the supervisoryparenJS .w.~
involved. The evidenceis that this assistancewas beneficial.Laura had already paid' a briefyisit to
the mirrors and steady hand.Once the adult showed her what to do. she was prepared to 'pamCipa,e
in these activities. This participation resulted in Laura asking a question about why the mirrors
showed different reflections. . "

Ben spent very littletimewith adu!tor teaeh!"r.His teac¥': ~ ail t~ childrendOwn.'anag~te ~',
a general explanationbefore sending them 1O~0the exhibition. Hi~ next ~ m~on With
teacher or adult is that the teOl:hergathered children andthey~downstairs ond·;OJl/S~ •.Outof
a total of 25 interactionsbetween teaehe.rand children cbat were teeordcd dlJring, Utis'S~IldY~.l3,
were of this type, i.e, movinggroups of childrenbetween activ~es. Another4w.~ hOl.lSekeieping:
instrucnons such asteot:her asked chi/4ren to make sure. alllxlllswereoff"tIu! jlOQr,~y-!Jive;.()f,
the interactions involvedthe students' learning. ' ,.' , ','.. .' .
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Mjiy was more involved with the teacher during her visit The interactions that were recorded are:
leQcher'aver Otchime tree said "can we make noises ". May went back to tree then when teacher
wentbock to windpipes, May followed. Teacher said to group of children, "go under there and tell
me whai is there". May went under and looked. Teacher said, "what is in this room?" May went
over to her. Teacher divided up pieces for shape game, 3 children playing. Teacher helping
children to form shapes when joining, guided until started and knew what they were doing, then

'left to supervise other children. When the teacher spoke, May was attracted to the activity where
theteacher was stationed. However, the teacher's routine questions did not stimulate May to
further investigating. Once attracted to the chime tree she went back to windpipes, then back to
tree, over to pipes, to harp. The teacher's words did not lead to a thorough understanding of the
purpose, of 'the sound area. The same is true of the teacher's general questions about the
kaleidoscope and the hospital room. It was only when the teacher became involved in organising
the shape game activity that the children played well after she left. Tunnicliffe (1994) compared the
fonnsof'taIk' used in a zoo and in the classroom, and found that adults initiated conversation in a
school-talk manner even at the zoo. whereas the children's conversations were different at the zoo.
The type of questioning used by May's teacher resembles this style of school-talk. This teacher is
anempting to bring some fornial learning into the informal setting. The children ignore these
attempts, or are temporarily distracted from their own investigations.

Those interactions with teacher or adult that resulted in the children participating to a greater degree
in the activity, were those where the adult explained how the activity could be best experienced and
thCriallowed the children to conduct further investigation. One example of this was May and the
shape game, another was Laura's investigation of the mirrors. Two other examples were observed.
A;boy was observed in the music area; tried a few windpipes, then moved on. Shown how to lift
thepump lip to inake it work. Then moved around table trying each pump. Did higher yellow one a
few times. In .another instance a girl came into the area (liquid crystals), seemed unsure what to do.
AdUltpUlhdndprint on and she watched. Gasped when she saw the imprint left. then proceeded to
put-a hand in each square. Another boy and girl came over and watched what she was doing. then
put on handprints, finger marks on board. Stayed five minutes on activity. The involvement of
tHese Supervisory adults was strategic, encouraging the children to pursue an exploration that they
lIlight .have otherwise abandoned without identifying an appropriate way to interact with the
exliibit. Adults were able to enhance the quality of interactions between the children and exhibits
and therebyprorriote learning.

MAIN FINDINGS
Prom the observations of children visiting the exhibition at the Children's Museum the main
findings are as stated below.

• While the children spend a portion of their time in random manipulation of activities, they
also chose some exhibits for more prolonged investigation. Prolonged engagement has been
identified as an indicator of learning (Carlisle. 1985).
Interaction with other children is of central importance to the children's interaction with the
exhi~its. ~e interaeti~ ~ith other ~hildrencan.be through sharing an activity, co-operative
mampulation of anacnvity, watching other children carry out an activity, showing other
children an activity, or through imaginative play.
~ adul~ ~n~, teac~rs an~ museum s~ff) present on the school visit participated little
10 the children s mteraction WIth the exhibition, When they assisted students to pursue
explorations, which the students had initiatedwith exhibits themselves, the children tended

•
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to pl~y and investigate the exhibit for a prolonged period. indicating more poterrt~atcfqr
leamlOg.::, .

!hese findings are s':lII~ma?sed. in Figure 1. The design of the exhibit and theprqffiotip9,AQf
increased student socialisation (time spent together and cooperation) are shown asa"CQn~~~
of the intrinsic nature of the exhibit while adult input is regarded as a factor external ,to the exbit>ik

external
to

exhibit

design of exhibit
(interesting and fun)

increased
social isation

(prolonging lime enhanced leaming -

spent interactions promoted

or cooperation)

Vadultinpul
(teacher or museum

stall)

intrinsic
nature of
exhibit

Figure 1: Factors that enhance interactions and promote student leatnmg

IMPLICATIONS

Rennie and McClafferty. (1996) expand on four reasons given by Semper (1m) as~W'lly~'
interactive science centres are both attractive and a potential centre for learning. ThefCas()OS .8te'lMt:
they: . "

• offer the intrinsic motivation and curiosity that is the first step in Ieaming;
• provide opportunities for people to interact and lcam in multiple modes:
• invite play and exploration. which are important in the process of learning; and
• allow the development of individual worldviews.

These authors oppose the view espoused by Shortland (1987). that by offering play an<l~tenlent
these centres were prohibiting learning. Brooke and Solomon (1998) agree that play is importultw-
the success of the museum visit. but argue that a progression. from play to pi'Qblem SOlving, -of ilie
type required fora scientific investi~ation. is desi.rable. I~ their study o~ ~ ~ista Centr:e~.al'Q(>~
and Solomon (1998) found that while some pupils mampul~ the activtticSm a repetitive way~,
others progressCdthrOugh a ~Iem solving I~p o.f "questi~g. prediction. ~tio~resul!iuid
reformulation of the problem . The degree ofmvesttgatlonvarled ~ exhibIts and J~tweeQ
children:ibeSC auth~8rgued that the effectiv~ viSit is One where the child ttlOves frQm play-to
meaningfulirivestigation. . . . ,"".
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'investigation, hut these instances were infrequent. Some activities, e.g. the windpipes, were not
investigated by any of the children in such a way that their scientific principle would be apparent.
The design of this exhibit was such that it offered the potential for the type of problem solving
recommended by Brooke and Solomon (1998), yet this investigation was generally failing to
O¢Cur,~'Theimplication is that the design or the nature of the exhibit itself is central in promoting
interactions with children. Figure I shows that the intrinsic nature of an exhibit has a significant
influence on enhancing interactions that promote learning.

Brooke and Solomon (1998) suggest that one way to encourage more children to take the step from
play to investigation is to reduce the 'instructional density', that is the degree to which children are
assisted to understand the activity, rather than manipulate it for themselves. However, this was not
the case for the windpipe exhibit. The children spent time in the vicinity of the windpipes, without
adult interference, with ample opportunity to manipulate it for themselves. Yet, they only
investigated the exhibit superficially. With other activities, such as the liquid crystal display, when
the children were given more infonnation about how to participate in an activity, the probability of
them spending time on a further investigation was increased.

Other research (reviewed in Rennie and McClafferty 1996) has shown that the presence of museum
staff who 'explain' exhibits to visitors is important to visitor interaction with the exhibits. The
Mitey Science exhibition did not have explainers provided by the museum. In those few situations
where adults encouraged children to continue their exploration of the exhibits the students
investigated further. Thus the role for supervising adults is that of "providing cues by asking
questions, to help visitors attend to the salient aspects of the exhibits", the role of explainers as
described by Rennie and McClafferty (1996, p. 76) and of facilitators as described by Griffin and
Symington (1997). The findings of this study support this facilitator/explainer role for teachers and
adults working with young children in the museum, that is, encouraging the children to explore
activities, such as the windpipes by asking questions and, when necessary, providing hints about
how to manipulate the exhibit.

Both in this study and in other research (Tuckey, 1991; Rennie & McClafferty, 1995, Griffin,
1998), social interactions have been shown to be important to the children's interaction with the
activities and consequently, with the learning that is taking place. It follows that the design of the
exhibition, and the design of the school visit, need to take into account the need to enhance these
social interactions. The teachers in this study did not inhibit the children's interactions with their
peers, and this interaction was a rich source of motivation for further investigation. It is suggested
that teachers and adults involved in school visits to museums should encourage their students to
play, talk and co-operate with their peers during the visit. Further, exhibits should be designed to
promote interaction not just with the exhibit itself but among children. This was most evident in the
~ exhibit where children had to cooperate with each other in order to successfully manipulate
the equipment.

CONCLUSION

Theinfonnal museum setting offers the first step in learning, the stimulation of curiosity through
P!a:YJU1q tr1Otivation.The value of this play should not be underestimated as young children learn
bY;~layir}.g.The question that arises is how the play can best be extended to prolonged
in'~gati.on that may enhance learning? The museum wants to promote a culture of learning
~gyoungchildCen.11tisis not likely to be achieved by eliminating play but by valuing and
e*tet!dil1gpl~y; Those supervising the school visit need to allow children the freedom to explore
and 8Ct1velyscaffold their leaming. Play may then be extended along the continuum towards
deeper investigation by subtle cues provided by adults to open up enquiry, encouraging friends to
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explore and investigate together. The design and development of exhibits that promote ex~
interactions and require cooperation among children will further promote the natural, learning
stralegies children employ in informal settings.
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APPENDIX

caterpillar

Kaleidosc!Jpe
Mosic area

a large tube lined with different materials, through which children
crawl
a crawl under light display
windpipes of different lengths through which air is pumped
piano
chime tree where children hit a range of different objects
harp
a co-operative learning exhibit where a number of conveyors move
coloured balls, simulating a stone quarry.
a sequence of 3 rooms, a glow room with UV light where children
dress up in coloured coats; a womb room, dark and enclosed to
resemble the womb; and a sense room offering a variety of smells
and textures
a spinning drum that creates a movie like effect
children make different shadows
a board of liquid crystals where children make handprints
a tray of nails that can be pushed into different shapes
a wire loop is moved over a coil. The coil makes a sound if
touched by the loop.
a crawl through play area, including a ball pit
a number of curved mirrors to create distorted reflections
children make their own faces with stick-on hair, mouth, eyes etc.
a simulation of a hospital room,· including stethoscope and
crutches
children insert pieces on a board to make a pattern
foam dice were provided
two cans linked by a string
life sized jigsaw of the human body

Mitey Quarry

Glow room loop

Flicking pictures
Shadow play
Liquid crystal handprints
Nail prints
Steady hand

Space maze
Mirrors
Feely faces
Hospital room

Pattern game
Dice game
Can telephone
Shape game
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